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The Common Action Forum (CAF), a transnational, non-profit organization established in Madrid,
Spain in 2015, serves as a global network convening prominent and emerging experts from diverse
backgrounds, including academia, politics, journalism and activism.
Combining knowledge and action, CAF establishes
and encourages independent platforms of cooperation, research, innovation and advisory in order to
shape alternative solutions and empower citizens
to address today’s challenges. Some of CAF’s most
immediate issues include neo-fascist politics, the
increase of economic inequalities,
the social impacts of technology and lic. The second annual event, the closed session
the environmental limits of the planet. OCTAGON, launched and held in November 2019,
Ultimately, the Foundation advocates serves as an annual organizational meeting of CAF
for collective creation of strategies collaborators to complement its public Forum.
and avant-garde frameworks cham- The past annual forums addressed several pressing
pioning progressive values.
and timely challenges that pertain to CAF’s mission
Since its founding in 2015, CAF has
organized a forum annually, and in
2019 it launched a program of two
annual events, allowing for even further exchange and action among
relevant experts and actors. The
Annual Forum, described in this report, will take place in Mexico in the
near future, and is open to the pub-

and objectives. In 2015, in Madrid on December
5th and 6th 2015, the roundtable conference entitled ‘Steps of Progress in Times of Crisis,’ gathered
academics, activists, politicians, journalists and artists to debate the impact of global transformations
and crises at the time. The following year, from November 5th to 6th 2016, the Forum contemplated
‘The Rise of Global Fear: Why is the World Becoming Less Tolerant and More Radical?,’ investigat-
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ing alternative solutions and narratives in the face of
the rising tide of nationalism and dialogues of fear.
The third Forum in Madrid, from November 3rd to 5th
2017, ‘The Limits to Inequality: seeking a sustainable society,’ examined us all. In four separate panels, experts joined
new forms of control, accumulation, by a moderator explored facets of the oversolidarity and freedom resulting from all debate. Each of the panels closed with an
globalization and an information soci- open debate. The themes of the four sessions
ety. In the 2018 Forum, participants included, ´Recognizing diversity, governing the
then discussed “Global Racial Po- commons,´ ´Capital flight and the crossroads
larization and the Rise of Right-wing of the theory of value,´ ´GDP and development
Politics,” in Johannesburg, South Af- from outside of Plato’s Cave,´ and ´The Global
rica from November 10th and 11th.
South Leadership and the Green New Deal.´
Finally, in 2019, CAF celebrated the
Forum on October 14th at Mexico
City’s Memory and Tolerance Museum. The event enjoyed support and
collaboration not only from CAF, but
also from the Mexico City’s Joint
Tourism Promotion Fund and Foundation - The Reinventando a México
Foundation. Entitled, ´A New Path to
Development,´ the conference emphasized the false promises of 21st
century financial and economic systems, going further to investigate how
they affect both humanity and the environment, and advocating for a reconceptualization of models in order
to remedy the repercussions affecting

The FRaM team
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In its totality, the event allowed expert participants and the public to examine anew current
global economic and financial systems, in pursuit of a range of perspectives and exchange
of ideas. As CAF President Wadah Khanfar
noted in his speech, this was couched within
CAF’s wider mission. Looking towards the next
steps for humanity, it is imperative to take the
initiative. Given that the current reality is unsustainable, and in the face of not only economic,
but also cognitive, psychological and spiritual
exploitation, we must have a futuristic outlook.
This means endeavoring to cross barriers and
communicate with talented individuals from
thinkers to activists, in order to construct plans
for authentic change. In gathering these people
with variegated perspectives and experiences
from all over the world, CAF continues to work
towards and empower others to collaborate in
achieving a long-term vision and change for
humanity.

introduction
There was a time, not long ago, when one
could entertain the firm belief that the world
was moving in a virtuous direction. There was
a clear path, in which the present and future
were connected by a straight, linear vector of
unstoppable development. It was only a matter
of time before the benefits of progress could
reach beyond a small elite of people or countries, to include all of those whose efforts were
deserving of such benefits. This perspective
was shared even by the primary competing
ideologies, which were already disputing at the
time whether Market or State would triumph as
the transformative agent.
The 21st Century, however, presents us with
a new, harsh and unpredictable reality. The
righteous promises of development, based in
limitless economic growth, have given way to a
landscape of social inequality, financial unease
and the stretching of ecological limits as never before. Regions like the Global South seem
increasingly unwilling to continue internalizing
the evils and externalizing the benefits of the
current model of development. Challenges
presented by current models extend world-
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introduction
Guillaume Long
María Iglesias Real

wide: either in the form of poverty, which affects half of humanity, or the global warming
that affects us all.
In seeking a socio-ecological transition, we are
inspired by initiatives that offer a new social
contract, acknowledging that we must change
our behavior and maintain the moral conviction
to do so. Such a contract entails defending a
series of values that include equity, inclusion,
diversity and solidarity. This means going beyond reformism and changing conceptually
how we think, act and exist. Reconceptualizing
a new path to development and beginning its
implementation is a mission that awaits us in
the coming years. Living well, rather than living
unlimitedly.

Tristán Torrejón
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By meeting in Mexico City, in a country experiencing a new political ethos, we find potential
for a space serving laboratory of new ideas
and their implementation. Within it, we look towards reconceptualizing development and our
socio-ecological system not simply in the Latin American region, but also the world. These
ideas and their pursuit must be achieved in a
multilateral way so that no region(s) is left to lag
behind, and so we operate together in a sustainable way. Within this context, the sessions
and their output are now described in further
detail, with panel themes alongside quotes
from our speakers. The public nature of the
conference allowed for an open exchange oriented towards cooperation and dialoguing.
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sessions
RECOGNIZING DIVERSITY,
GOVERNING THE COMMONS
CAPITAL FLIGHT AND
THE CROSSROADS
OF THE THEORY OF VALUE
GDP AND DEVELOPMENT
FROM OUTSIDE OF
PLATO’S CAVE
THE GLOBAL SOUTH
LEADERSHIP AND
THE GREEN NEW DEAL
CAF 2019 | 7
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GOVERNING
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1st session
Mélaine Dulong de Rosnay
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In inaugurating the day’s events
and introducing the four panel
sessions, Martha Delgado,
Mexico’s Deputy Secretary
for Multilateral Affairs and
Human Rights, addressed
the conference. Journalist
Pedro Brieger then served as
moderator, while each panel
member contributed individually,
before engaging in debate.

Martha Delgado

“This can be
our greatest chance to
tackle the great breaches
of knowledge and inequality, to
increase our educational capacity for
human development as well as for human
consciousness. As all technological
changes, this can indeed be a leap
forward for humanity ”
Martha Delgado

Panel
Takeaways
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What might a “Commons” look like today?
As part of the conference theme, we conceive of “the commons” as a collective conscious and public ethics, followed
by new governance, spaces and public goods. In aspiring
to an advanced collective in response to the current models that threaten both humanity and the surrounding natural
world, we can look to examples of communities that have
already achieved solidarity and the common good, or at
least resemble this paradigm. Past populations found equitable ways in which to share natural resources, and now
we have co-created shared resources through public platforms. Perhaps not purely representative of the commons,
but still in the orbit, includes local currencies, urban management systems, and peer to peer networks. In effect, the
concept deals with any system that imagines governance,
provisioning, resource management and social processes
with an ethics of meeting mutual needs and providing for
the entire community. In contemplating a new path to development, we can look to the principles of freedom and
fairness, as well as emphasize the importance of life, given
the very little attention that living systems, especially those
non-human systems, have received until now.
CAF 2019 | 9
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“There is no
single recipe. The
study of how a system
of common goods actually
functions is done via case studies,
and many principles can only be
adapted to or adopted at the
local level.”
Mélanie Dulong
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Community is a necessary
basis for the commons
Resources become privatized, social relationships become
services and nature becomes products. We face problems
of displacement, colonization, extraction of resources, and
commodification of the environment. Knowledge is limited via legal mechanisms, and even human DNA can be
“owned.” While all of these things were once shared, or
even inherently meant to be shared, they have fallen prey to
exclusive interests. For the sustainability and management
of common resource, states and markets have proven insufficient. In fact, while states were meant to be oriented
towards the public good, they have been coopted by other
powerful interests, including authoritarian leadership, financial markets and organized crime. In pursuing the commons, the idea of community is foundational; it requires
that a community govern, manage and cooperate around
shared purposes.

Stacco Troncoso
Mélanie Dulong de Rosnay
Leticia Merino
Pedro Brieger

“I would like
to remind us that
the role of communities
in the support, creation, and
defense of territories, natural assets
and the common good remains as
relevant today as it has been
throughout history.”
Leticia Merino

The global and the local are connected as a
strategy for change

New technologies can inform
alternative models

Community must be conceptualized as a social space
instead of a centralist structure. Such communities
need to consider not only federating the commons
and creating large-scale systems, but also must keep
in mind the local context of community. These micro or
meso relationship foundations can establish trust and
cooperation, leading to the coordination of collective
action. Only then can we restore, preserve and protect
the social and environmental systems that have been
exploited. Of course, to date, there have been calls to
action and social movements with these very aims.
Several local references are already in existence, including coffee, cocoa and honey cooperatives, when
speaking in the context of Latin America. The denial of
local markets and the privilege that the financial markets have demanded, however, have created drastic
and rampant inequalities within the human world, and
have had disastrous effects on the environment. It is
important to keep in mind how such centralization and
consolidation of power can initiate a dangerous path,
and look to the ways in which the local both demonstrates and has the potential to secure communally
managed social processes and existence. While there
might be a general blueprint for the commons, they
must ultimately be adapted to given specific conditions and situations.

At this point, we have understood “the
commons” as a response to crises of democracy, environment, economy and politics, as an alternative to old models of
producing and regulating common goods.
The discussion has especially referenced how the old models have destroyed or coopted our environment and natural resources. However, it is
also useful to look to the digital commons. This includes open access to
science and information. These digital common goods are distinct from
common natural resources: the latter must be protected in order to reproduce, and instigate rivalry for their ownership; meanwhile, digital commons are generated, produced, and require care in a different way. Given
the futuristic nature of a digital commons, it assists in conceptualizing an
organizational system, a system of rights and responsibilities meant to
consider future generations and not solely individuals in the now. These
new technologies allow us to think in terms of living well, rather than only
thinking of living in terms of consumption, and redirect efforts to as to how
to strategically conduct community management and self-organization.
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“There are
interesting questions
to pose with respect to
production, consumption,
and what can exist without
intermediaries. What does a
collaborative economy mean?”
Pedro Brieger
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CAPITAL
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THEORY
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2nd
session
In prefacing the second panel, Paola
Félix, head of the city’s Joint Tourism
Promotion Fund, enjoined that the
panelists look towards how each
nation could secure their own wealth
and development in a just way.
In the following, each member again
individually contributed, before Andrés
Lomeña moderated the debate.
CAF 2019 | 12

The current international financial system
is asymmetrical, unstable and opaque
Global financialization, increasingly deregulated and liberalized since the 1970s fall of the Bretton Woods agreement, has led to a hegemonic system that leaves peripheral and developing countries in a volatile state. The
liquidity of currencies follows a clear hierarchy. Meanwhile, peripheral countries remain embroiled and dependent on this global financial system and are thus subject
to its fragility and series of crises. Meanwhile, the system
itself remains very poorly regulated, or completely unregulated, with operations hidden. Countries have deregulated financial instruments, with regimes that not only
provide tax havens and shell companies, but also allow
for very flexible trade regulation. Business is conducted
in countries or jurisdictions that allow financial and fiscal
secrecy, with no norms requiring transparency or a public record of corporate hierarchies. In fact, one of the first
steps in the right direction could be ensuring that there
is a public record of the ultimate beneficiaries of these
systems and networks.

“I would argue
that peace is not only
the absence of warlike
conflict, as some dictionaries may
assert, but rather that peace is a state of
societal satisfaction, where the needs of the
people living in this world are met, and the
world itself is preserved for generations
to come.”
Eduardo Barcesat

Eduardo Barcesat
Andrés Lomeña
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“This debate
and the ideas and
proposals it facilitates
are vital for our countries that
need a new approach to how wealth
and development is managed
justly.”
Paola Félix

Paola Félix
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2nd session
Magdalena Rua
Andrés Arauz

A broad definition of capital flight
and the select powers that facilitate it
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The interests behind these financial networks can
often be traced back to Luxembourg, Switzerland,
the United Kingdom and the United States. The
United Kingdom has an extraterritorial network of
dependent territories, as well as now independent
states like Hong Kong and Singapore that maintain
strong political and commercial ties. Meanwhile, the
United States often has a degree of deregulation at
both federal and state level, and influences the network of the Marshall Islands, US Virgin Islands and
Panama. All of these webs receive financial flows
from the rest of the world, via a complex financial
architecture composed of offshore companies created for tax evasion purposes. Meanwhile, this very
remainder of the world experiences capital flight, although they actually produce local community to an exterior context, for the purbased in a real economy. Capital flight pose of being accumulated in savings or invested.
could be defined in a broad sense as This definition allows us to understand how capital
the transfer of assets or capital from the flight can even take place within a nation itself, as
elites hoard wealth. Latin America, for example, not
only experiences capital flight from its various nations to those financial networks outlined above, but
the Latin American elite can even stockpile assets
and capital within their own countries at the expense
of the surrounding local community. In each case,
regardless, a pyramid structure of assets leads to a
social regime where only a few elites benefit.
“It is important to

point out that capital flight
in Latin America is a structural
problem, not only generated in times of
crisis or instability. On the contrary, levels
of capital flight remain persistent and remain
constant, at very high levels, both in times of
growth and stability and in moments
of crisis.”
Magdalena Rua

“In order
to make an
environmental transition,
we need to make an economic
transition. Let's talk about the hidden
wealth: wealth that escapes countries via
tax evasion and many of the operations
of financial capitalism that
somehow must be tamed or
understood.”
Andrés Lomeña
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“Many banking institutions
have offices in Miami and also
form a part of the Florida Association of
International Banks, which mainly divert assets
and capital from Latin America to Miami.
With the case of Mexico alone, we
are talking about more than
120 billion in total.”
Andrés Aráuz

Lack of transparency is combined
with selective data surveillance

Addressing capital flight
from a legal standpoint
as a crime

International transfers are largely operated by the
SWIFT’s obscure and monopolistic messaging system. The SWIFT company and the government of
the United States are examples of how certain entities have access to transactional information, while
many countries that are the actual victims of capital flight are unable to access this data. On the one
hand, this system provides exclusive surveillance,
and on the other, there is the ability to evade transparency entirely, through segmenting transactions,
or by obscuring the origin of funds that may have
been obtained via corruption, money laundering
and tax evasion. However, there are technological
resources and capital, as well as strategies, that
could reverse this situation, and introduce transparency and regulation in order to combat the pyramid
scheme of international financial networks. Rather
than data surveillance for geopolitical aims like controlling money laundering and terrorist financing,
technology could be utilized for progressive social
justice. This of course would require a significant
degree of political will, coordination and initiative
throughout the world in order to combat the current
geopolitical system and presiding hegemonies.
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Capital flight, by nature of its lack
of transparency, can facilitate
crimes including drug trafficking,
arms dealing and human trafficking. Given this perspective, another manner of addressing it, in addition to reconceptualizing
our economic systems, would be from a legal point of view. In
seeking a more egalitarian world and solidarity rather than the
asymmetry that capital flight enables, one strategy for managing
it could be by legally classifying capital flight as an economic
crime against the people. This crime would extend to a universal
jurisdiction, and could be achieved via international human rights
treaties. Such initiatives would have to recognize natural resources as public property of the people, and to delineate criminal
punishments for natural or legal persons: companies that engage
in the practice, as well as the authorities, the legal experts and
other professionals who provide for and permit this exploitation.
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GDP AND
DEVELOPMENT
FROM OUTSIDE
OF PLATO’S CAVE

3rd session
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In the third panel, Wadah
Khanfar, President of Common
Action Forum, spoke to the
timeliness and relevance of the
Forum. He enjoined that while
the human and environmental
worlds had reached a breaking
point, there was still potential
and opportunity to proceed
forward into a new era, learning
from the past in constructing
a future built for the collective.
Two experts then provided
individual input on the session
topic, before Javier López
Casarín moderated a debate
followed by questions from the
audience.

“We also
need to think
about education, and
how it relates to finding
new paths to development. Are
we educating by using and relying on
systems of the past, or is there a better
system oriented towards the
future?”
Javier López
Casarín

Javier López
Casarín
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Wadah Khanfar

“Development,
economics, the
way we have exploited
this planet, the way that we
have exploited our psychology, our
spirituality, our cognitive thinking,
our ability to communicate with
each other, has reached its
maximum.”
Wadah Khanfar
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How the origins of economic stratification
are linked with an unsuccessful political
promise
As part of the post-war period, there
was an attempt at a progressive division
of countries in order to manage development. In dividing the world, and measuring these divided countries and their
growth by their GDP, the inherent nature
of division already created an asymmetry of power and an international arena
in which power was manipulated. The
neoliberal free market was meant to be
a paradise of development, and has
been embedded in our critical thinking

Panel
Takeaways

to the point where it is not possible to break from
the paradigm. This is despite the fact that it has presented so many challenges and perhaps, ultimately,
failure. What the GDP as a measure of economic
development and overall welfare cannot properly address is inequalities. Moreover, it has often
proved unsuccessful in converting countries from
undeveloped and underdeveloped to developed.
Free trade agreements, like the one between Mexico and the United States, are meant to encourage
convergence in order to benefit all. However, istead,
it has been demonstrated that rather than improving
quality of life for the collective, inequalities, especially between North and South, are exacerbated, as
the South and its inhabitants are exploited for their
commodities.
CAF 2019 | 17

3rd session
The information society and alternative models
to the GDP in measuring development
Again, while GDP supposedly measures economic development, many
examples demonstrate as to how it may not remain the most relevant
or catch-all system. In the wake of the financial crisis, as well as in light
of recent distrust in institutions, citizens
call information into question. Even if a late advances, whether economic or regarding the wellbeing
country’s production may be on the rise, of populations. There are a number of factors to simultaneousand the economy overall is doing well, ly address, including not only consumption, wealth and matethey may perceive (and it may be true) that rial life conditions, but also health, education, leisure and work
their welfare is not improving. Moreover, conditions, social relations, culture, security and environmenthis measurement of short-term produc- tal health, to name a few. There are two cautionary considertion does not take into account long-term ations in taking this path, however. For one, we must keep in
sustainability. At the same time, in the in- mind the danger of relying on agenda-laden macroeconomic
formation society, access to data can be indicators and how it has served us poorly so far. And, in utiachieved more rapidly. These greater and lizing new technologies and information to our advantage, we
accessible data sets allow for us to exper- must remain conscious of the consequences of handling such
iment with the wide range of phenomena data, and be prepared to create consensus regarding privacy
and variables that contribute to or stimu- and data regulation.
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“The model of
exclusively viewing
economic growth using GDP as
a measure of development and welfare
of the economy, and thus, the consequent
welfare of the people, is flawed in that it
obscures and dismisses inequality, not
only between countries, but within
the countries themselves.”
Laura Carlsen
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Human security and wellbeing as a new priority for development
Oftentimes, in the name of development, there has been a human and environmental
cost. Human needs and wellbeing are sacrificed in order to increase profit for a small
portion of the population. Simultaneously, the emphasis on consumption affects the
natural world, as it does the communities that evidently rely on their local resources. In a plan for development,
peace must necessarily factor Citizenship participation in launching
into the equation, with a mind a new approach to sustainable quality
towards balancing the soci- of life for all
etal fabric, and the environ- Given the mounting and understandable distrust
mental world of which it forms in the face of corruption and inequalities, there
a part, in order to obtain the are questions of restoring political and institu“security” and “progress” that tional legitimacy. These debates are intertwined
development purportedly of- with public policy, and with the political will. In
fers. An illustrative example to order to restore this legitimacy, it is necessary to
look to are those communities discard old elites and hegemonies, while keepthat choose less income and ing in mind the new polity and how to represent
a lower level of consumption, them. In designing a roadmap to a sustainable
and instead look towards com- future, the youth voice and their future prospects
mon values as a good, placing must be incorporated into the political agenimportance on a united com- da. Gender, racial and socioeconomic equality
munity and stewardship of na- still remains far from balanced in all societies
ture. For this reason, societal throughout the globe. Civil society can help in
groups will sometimes oppose providing a check on public institutions that have
“megaprojects,” although they violated trust in the past, as well as fill in the vacpromise wealth and invest- uum when public and private entities do not fulment. Societal good is priori- ly provide the services required by the citizenry.
tized over the monopolization Maintaining standards in keeping with universally
of resources. In this sense, declared human rights is also long from being
it may be useful to look to accomplished, but provides a framework with
grassroots cues when seeking which to begin. With this integrated approach to
visionary paths to challenge reality, there is also the promise of achieving a
current hegemonic, traditional just society with respect for present, past and
understandings of develop- future, as well as for human and natural life.
ment.
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Gaspard Estrada

“We know more
about production than
about well-being. We can
measure this, but also must redirect
our focus to the widening gap between the
information transmitted by aggregate GDP
data, and the information that is truly
important to the well-being of
populations.”
Gaspard Estrada
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THE GLOBAL
SOUTH
LEADERSHIP
AND THE GREEN
NEW DEAL

4th session
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In the final session, Rebeca
Grynspan, Secretary General of the
Ibero-American General Secretariat,
spoke to the wider message of the
conference. She pointed to how
signaling the crisis of sustainability
is important, but we should avoid
alarmism. In progressing towards
a new era of development, she
highlighted the importance of living
well, rather than unlimitedly, and
the need to create a new social
contract. Especially given the
location of the conference, she
explained how the Global South
was facing challenges of adaptation,
but still our current policies related
to environmental sustainability are
only oriented toward mitigation; in
that sense, policy and cooperation
must keep up with the pace of
rapid change on the economic
and environmental level. After Ms.
Grynspan’s address, CAF Director
and Co-Founder Rafael Heiber
moderated a panel of three.

“Climate
change is the
greatest market failure
in history. The famous selfregulation of the market may work in
a Malthusian way, in that there will be a
natural order of things, but in the
course of this, we all will have
perished.”
Guillaume Long

Austerity measures have failed as a remedy

Panel
Takeaways

In the wake of the economic crisis, many countries contributed to a further cycle of economic recessions in
implementing austerity policies, including in the Global
South. These measures reduce public spending and negatively impact of people live in precarity. Rising unemployment and reeveryone from the poorest of the duced domestic demand also result from such austerity
poor up to the middle class. Cuts in the public sector. Moreover, the accumulated impact
are made in pensions, social secu- of these measures can have effect on several different
rity and public sector salaries (in- collectives, including women, who thanks to occupacluding those of teachers and public tional segregation, are often over-represented in the
health workers), while increasing pri- public sector; they may require more access to public
vation and aggressive tax measures resources given their role in a reproductive economy.
continue. Prices rise and wages Overall, austerity measures have further entrenched instagnate, while increasing numbers equalities among the populations.

"We are
facing the
greatest challenge
of coordination in
human history...we must let
go of the illusion that it is possible
to confront the environmental and
consumption crisis without
changing our behavior or
social imaginary.”
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Rebeca
Grynspan

Guillaume Long, Renata Avila, Rafael Heiber

Rebeca Grynspan
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4th session

“We must
change the system,
and currently there is an
opportunity to. We as citizens
on the ground must continue to push
for fiscal change and justice. Without
this type of justice, there is no
development or equity.”
Magdalena
Sepúlveda
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Magdalena Sepúlveda

Alternatives to austerity:
new directions for investment
and innovative tax schemes

“Militarization
is eating away at the
possibility of a green
future. We have to take note
of what our governments spend
on the military, on supposed security, as
compared to what is spent on a true
security investment, ensuring a
sustainable and thus viable
future.”
Renata Ávila

Political and societal discourse continuously argues
that there are no alternatives to austerity measures
in the fight against inequality, both among fellow human beings and in the exploitation of
our planet. However, many alternative rent international tax system allows for tax havens
proposals exist and merit consider- and shell companies with a great deal of the profits
ation. For example, investment could obtained by multinational entities stored there. Conbe redirected towards productive em- servative OECD calculations estimate that 240,000
ployment and social protections, ad- million dollars to escape annually. However, it is
aptation to and mitigation of climate also perilous to rely on institutions like the OECD,
change. Another proposal includes largely composed of or driven by powerful and elite
restructuring the tax system, over- countries, to spearhead fiscal reform. Rather, in conhauling all of its flaws and mecha- structing a new taxation system, multilateralism with
nisms that have allowed us to arrive inclusive representation would better ensure that
at this point in the first place. The cur- benefits are not distributed so unequally.
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Revolutionizing the Global South
as a response

Renata Avila
Rafael Heiber
Magdalena Sepúlveda
Guillaume Long

Given the context of the conference, held in
Mexico and especially treating of the political
challenges in Latin America, several examples were given as to how inequality is particularly drastic in this region. Despite earlier
attempts to create post-neoliberal development, neoliberalism has been institutionalized and even championed by increasingly
authoritarian regimes. Moreover, outside of
the internal inequalities, despite the production of commodities, the international division
of labor and world trade exchange exploit
the region. Geopolitical alignments and realignments are made at the expense of true
Latin American integration. Efforts for a Latin American New Deal are rejected as elites
prefer to maintain power at the expense of
wider stability and prosperity. At the same
time, at the regional level, there are signs of
growing opposition to these authoritarian regimes and vertical structures of power, and
examples exist throughout Latin America of
progressive movements and social pacts
that are attempting to rectify the mistakes of
the past, as well as combat their continued
exacerbation. There is room for Latin America to make steps toward multilateralism as
a preface to a broader, planetary New Deal.
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DEVELOPMENT

Supporting those activists, individuals
and collectives already fighting for a new future
In discussing alternatives to development, pursuing a Green New
Deal, or reshaping our systems in a way that reflect the common
good and solidarity, we must keep in mind that some are already
in action, at the forefront. Relevant examples in the host region
of Latin America include rural women of Brazil, Guatemala and
Mexico, fighting against austerity. There are those already campaigning or experiencing sustainable ways of life. Many youth
throughout the world are protesting the exploitation of the planet
and demonstrating their hope and willingness to commit to a new
world order. We must acknowledge their effort and support them
in the face of oppression. Moreover, a roadmap is necessary to
have in place when such political will is gathered, and we must be
ready to implement our own initiatives even if New Deals in North
America or Europe face defeat. This means donating our time to
advance these new social pacts and commitments, as the window
to achieve a society based in the common good is closing.

“The current
model is based in
consumption, waste and
inequality, with a principle of
outsourcing evils while internalizing
benefits. The South has suffered from
this especially. We must start with the
commons in entering a new
phase.”
Rafael Heiber
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